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This paper describes the motivation, design, and testing of
a specialized farm tractor designed to replace draft animals
in small farms, particularly in rural India. The proposed
tractor matches the low capital cost of draft animals and
has their unique ability to operate between growing crops
in narrow inter-row spaces while retaining the major advan-
tages of conventional tractors, such as low maintenance cost
and reduced operator physical effort. The proposed trac-
tor was conceived based on user needs and our implemen-
tation of a detailed terramechanics model. This tractor has
a higher drawbar pull per unit mass compared to conven-
tional tractors – a high drawbar force is needed to match the
peak pull of animals, and a low mass is necessary to reduce
material and vehicle costs. This quality is achieved by ap-
plying nearly the full vehicle’s weight on the drive wheels,
placing drive wheels in line, and locating the tillage tool be-
tween both axles. A proof-of-physics prototype of the design
was instrumented to measure drawbar pull and tire slip to
validate the terramechanics model and quantify traction per-
formance. It was capable of pulling with more drawbar force
per unit mass than conventional tractors and its performance
can be accurately predicted by the model. During field tests
on a working farm, the vehicle successfully operated in the
narrow spaces between growing crops that would typically
not be accessible to a low-cost, conventional small tractor.
Initial farmer feedback on the design confirmed its high po-
tential for performing farming operations.

*Address all correspondence to this author.

Nomenclature

p soil (normal) pressure
c soil cohesion
k′c cohesion constant
γs soil bulk density
k′

φ
friction constant

z depth below the surface
n depth exponent
s soil shear strength
φ soil friction angle
k soil shear modulus
j soil shear deformation
i slip at tire-soil interface
H tractor traction force
B tractor bulldozing force
F tractor drawbar pull
V vertical soil reaction force
w tire width
R tire outer radius at contact point
η tractive efficiency
F pulling force generated by tire
S actual forward speed of vehicle
P power delivered to wheels
D draft force
B soil bulldozing force
ψ tool angle of attack
q distance from load cell to tool
x f distance of tractor CG to front axle
xr distance of tractor CG to rear axle
WT weight of the tractor
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θ ground slope angle
yg distance from tractor CG to ground
yD depth of tilling COP
xD horz. distance from tractor rear axle to COP
α angle of draft force vector
WI weight of the tillage tool
xI horz. distance from rear axle to tool CG
yI vert. distance from rear axle to tool CG

1 Introduction

A tractor designed specifically to meet the needs of
small farmers in India, who would otherwise use draft an-
imals, has the potential to create significant impact by im-
proving farmers’ economic health and India’s overall food
production capacity [1–3]. Small farms (< 2 ha) are com-
mon, in India the average farm size has steadily decreased
from 2.28 ha in 1971 to 1.08 ha in 2016 [4], and globally
(84%) of farms are less than 2 ha in size [5]. Most small
farmers use a pair of bovine draft animals known as bullocks
(sometimes called oxen in other countries) for all or most of
their farming operations, supplemented by manual labor or a
hired tractor [6, 7]. Bullocks are compact, highly maneuver-
able, and have a low capital cost, making them well-suited to
the technical and economic constraints of small farms.

Conventional tractors, which are an icon of modern
farming, are able to produce much higher farm yields than
bullocks [8–11]. Farm tractors increase the capacity of each
agricultural worker and enable larger, more profitable farms
[12]. The Indian Agricultural Ministry estimates that farm
tractors increase farm yields by 5 to 20%, reduce wasted
seeds and fertilizer by 15 to 20%, and reduce farm labor
by 20 to 30% [6]. However, tractors have not yet been
able to replace key bullock features of maneuverability and
compactness that are essential to work on a small Indian
farm [13]. Tractors also have a high upfront cost that puts
them out of reach of many small farmers in low income re-
gions [14]. As a result, small-scale farmers are constrained
to the slow speed of bullocks and a lack of access to suitable
modern, more effective made-for-tractor tools [7, 15].

Although tractors are more expensive upfront, they are
less expensive than bullocks in the long term. Fig. 1 shows
the initial cost and 15 year operating costs for a bullock pair,
a financed tractor, and a tractor bought upfront. A bullock
pair is approximately twice as expensive as using tractors
over 15 years. There are alternatives to acquiring tractors at
full price up front, like financing and renting, but they are
inaccessible to many farmers [14, 16, 17] and have financial
drawbacks. For example, those who rent tractors forgo using
the tractor for supplemental income work and risk not hav-
ing access a tractor when they need one if demand is high.
An ideal vehicle would retain the low upfront cost of the bul-
locks and the low overall cost of the tractor (e.g. the proposed
vehicle in Fig. 1). Such a vehicle would have an higher value
proposition than both bullocks and tractors.

To elucidate both the financial and functional require-
ments of a tractor specialized for small farmers, the authors
interviewed stakeholders of small farming in India regard-

Fig. 1. CUMULATIVE COSTS OF FARMING 1 HA WITH BUL-
LOCKS OR SMALL FARM TRACTORS. Calculations in Supplemen-
tal Material A. Values are from [7,15,18–21]. .

ing local agricultural practices and the suitability of existing
alternatives. The authors spoke with stakeholders at 12 lo-
cations in the Indian states of Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Gu-
jarat, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, and West Bengal. Stake-
holders included farmers, research organizations, govern-
ments, and tractor manufacturers and dealers. A key obser-
vation from these visits was that small farmers used bullocks
both because of their low capital cost and because of bul-
locks’ suitability to the narrow inter-row spaces in a farm
field. Bullocks have a smaller width than tractors and are
more maneuverable. These characteristics allow bullocks to
walk between rows of growing crops later into the season
when crops are taller and wider, leaving less space between
crop rows. Compared to tractors, bullocks require less space
to turn at row ends, and can better traverse unfinished dirt
paths leading to farm fields. These critical features of low
upfront cost and ability to access narrow spaces are generally
not present in commercially available small tractors. The few
tractors that approach the purchase price of bullocks cannot
match the bullock’s maximum pulling force, a key require-
ment for seamlessly replacing them.

In conventional tractors, lower cost often comes at the
expense of pulling force. Pulling force is related to a trac-
tor’s mass, which is correlated to purchase price. To be sold
for a price comparable to bullocks (∼100k INR, as shown in
Fig. 1), a tractor would likely have a mass between 350 and
500 kg given the current trends of the Indian tractor market
(Fig. 2) [7, 22]. The layout of a conventional, rear-wheel-
drive tractor with a mass of 350-500 kg would only pro-
duce a maximum pulling force of ∼60% of its weight (2060
N to 2940 N) in near ideal tilling conditions, and closer to
∼35% of its weight in soft soils (1200 N to 1720 N) [22–24].
This could not, under most conditions, match the maximum
pulling force of a bullock pair (∼2800 N [25, 26]).

A lightweight tractor capable of replacing bullocks in
small farms, and thereby improving farmers’ livelihoods,
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Fig. 2. RELATIONSHIP OF TRACTOR SALES PRICE TO TRAC-
TOR MASS FOR COMMON INDIAN TRACTORS (compiled by au-
thors, data in Supplemental Material C)

must match bullocks’ pulling force, their purchase price,
and their ability to enter narrow spaces. No major manu-
facturers currently make tractors in the bullock price range
of <100k INR or with dimensions comparable to bullocks.
The lightest tractors (Fig. 2) have limited pulling force (ap-
proximately 1720 N to 2940 N depending on soil conditions
and actual mass) and are unable to access narrow inter-row
spaces. These vehicles are made by small-volume local man-
ufacturers near smallholder farms [27] and are not widely
distributed. A manufacturer capable of making and widely
distributing a low-cost tractor with the characteristics to near
seamlessly supplant bullocks could likely access ∼80 million
farmers currently underserved by mechanization [27, 28].

The goal of the research presented herein was to codify
the parametric behavior of tractor performance, and combine
this understanding with market insights to generate a tractor
architecture well suited to the needs of Indian small farm-
ers. We present our modeling approach, proposed design,
and evaluation of a novel tractor.

2 Physics behind maximizing traction performance

A terramechanics-based physics model of tractors’ per-
formance derived in our prior work [29] was used to gain
parametric insights on how the design of a small tractor could
be manipulated to maximize drawbar force per vehicle mass.
Figure 3 shows a free body diagram of the main forces act-
ing on a farm tractor overlaid on a conventional tractor lay-
out. For a tractor to perform an operation successfully, two
main conditions based on the free body diagram must be met:
(I) the vehicle must not tip over, which necessitates positive
vertical ground reaction forces Vf and Vr; and (II) the tractor
must achieve forward motion, which occurs when the draw-
bar pull force F (the sum of traction forces H and bulldozing
forces B in Fig. 3) is greater than the tool draft force paral-
lel to vehicle motion, Dcos(α). Additionally, when building
a low-cost tractor, it is of interest to include one more con-
dition: (III) maximize the drawbar pull to mass ratio of the
tractor.

Fig. 3. FORCE FREE BODY DIAGRAM FOR A CONVENTIONAL
SMALL TRACTOR. Shown are the tractor ground reaction forces
(Vf ,Vr ,B f ,Br , and Hr), which support the tractor weight (WT ) and
tool draft (D). Key dimensions are shown, including ground slope
(θ), tractor CG location (x f , xr , and yg), tool CG location (xI and yI ),
tool draft center of pressure (xD and yD), and tool draft angle (α).

Condition (I) was evaluated by assuming the vehicle
would rotate at points directly below the wheel axles and
solving for the reaction forces at Vf and Vr, giving respec-
tively:

Vf =
1

x f + xr
(WT (xrcos(θ)− ygsin(θ))

+D(yD + cos(α)− xDsin(α))

+WI(−xIcos(θ)− yIsin(θ))),

(1)

and

Vr =
1

x f + xr
(WT (xrcos(θ)+ ygsin(θ))

+D(−yD + cos(α)+ xDsin(α))

+WI((xI + xr + x f )cos(θ)+ yIsin(θ))).

(2)

Where x f is the distance from the tractor center of gravity
(CG) to the front axle, xr is the longitudinal distance from
the CG to the rear axle, WT is the weight of the tractor, θ is
the ground slope angle, yg is the distance from the CG to the
ground, D is the tillage force, yD is the depth of the tillage
tool center of pressure (COP), xD is the longitudinal distance
from the tillage tool COP to the rear axle, α is the angle of
the draft force vector relative to the ground slope, WI is the
weight of the implement, xI is the longitudinal distance from
the rear axle to the tillage tool CG, and yI is the distance from
the ground to the tillage tool CG.

Checking condition (II) and designing for condition (III)
required an analysis that considered the physics of tire-soil
interactions to calculate traction force H and tire bulldozing
force B. The soil exerts a pressure on the tire (normal to the
wheel perimeter) and a shear stress (tangent to wheel perime-
ter). All weight-bearing wheels generate a normal stress on
the soil (i.e. flotation). Only braked or powered wheels gen-
erate significant shear stress on the soil (i.e. traction). The
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normal and shear stresses at the tire-soil interfaces were cal-
culated from the soil’s mechanical behavior.

To calculate the soil pressure p along the tire’s perime-
ter, a common equation used in terramechanics was applied
[30]:

p = (ck′c +wγsk′φ)(z/w)n, (3)

where c is soil cohesion, k′c is the cohesion constant, w is tire
width, γs is the soil bulk density, k′

φ
is the friction constant,

z is the depth below the soil surface, and n is the depth ex-
ponent (an experimental value relating penetration depth to
penetration resistance).

The soil shear stress s is a function of tire-soil pressure
and soil properties, and is scaled by deformation at the tire
soil interface represented by term 1− e− j(i)/k [31]:

s = (c+ ptan(φ))(1− e− j(i)/k), (4)

where φ is soil friction angle, k is shear modulus, and j(i)
is the shear displacement at the tire-soil interface, which is a
function of tire slip i. Tire slip i is defined as 1− S

Rω
, where

S is the forward speed of the vehicle, while R and ω respec-
tively are the effective radius and the angular velocity of the
wheel being evaluated for slip.

To calculate the total reaction forces on the tire when
contacting soil, the shear and normal stresses were integrated
along the tire’s casing. If the deformed tire is assumed to take
the shape in Fig. 4, it can be separated into three sections: a
circular arc at the front of the tire, a flat horizontal section
at the bottom of the tire (the depth at which the tire total
pressure matches the soil pressure), and a circular arc of the
rear of the tire. Tire sinkage and deformation can therefore
defined by the angles θc, θ f , and θr in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. PARAMETERS OF TIRE PERIMETER FOR THE CALCU-
LATION OF FORCES AT THE TIRE-SOIL INTERFACE.

Each tire’s vertical (flotation) force must satisfy Eq. 5.
From this, the tire shape angles θc, θ f , and θr can be solved
for via a control strategy as shown in [32].

V =wR
∫

θ f

θc

[p(θ)cos(θ)+ s(θ, i)sin(θ)]dθ

+w2RPtsin(θ)

+wR
∫

θr

θc

[p(θ)cos(θ)− s(θ, i)sin(θ)]dθ]

(5)

The traction force H and bulldozing force B can now be cal-
culated using Eqs. 6 and 7, respectively.

H =wR
∫

θ f

θc

[s(θ, i)cos(θ)]dθ

+w
∫ L(θc,R)

0
s(θ)dx

+wR
∫

θr

θc

[p(θ)sin(θ)+ s(θ, i)cos(θ)]dθ]

(6)

B =wR
∫

θ f

θc

[−p(z)sin(θ)]dθ (7)

In these expressions, w is tire width, R is tire radius, and L is
the length of the tire’s deformed flat section.

The drawbar pull from a single tire is the difference be-
tween its traction force H and its bulldozing force B (Fig. 3).
The drawbar pull of the tractor is the sum of the drawbar pull
from all of its tires. For a tractor with n number of tires, this
is:

F =
n

∑
v=1

(Hv −Bv). (8)

The forces exerted on agricultural soil by tires affect the
soil’s mechanical properties (apparent in the plastic defor-
mation in the soil in Fig. 4). Each tire pass compacts and
strengthens the patch of soil it rolls over, improving the sur-
face for trailing tires [33, 34]. Compaction is accounted for
as an increase in the soil’s cohesion c and bulk density γ [35].
Figure 5 is an idealized diagram demonstrating the interac-
tions of inline drive tires on soil during loading, unloading
and reloading.

Figure 6 presents a sensitivity study of drawbar pull and
tractive efficiency for a conventional tractor in a common
soil, loamy sand, to highlight the influence of key design pa-
rameters on small tractor performance. Tractive efficiency
is the efficiency in converting power at the drive axle(s) into
useful work. It is defined as η = (F *S)/P where, η is trac-
tive efficiency and P is power delivered to the wheel. The ter-
ramechanics model described here is highly non-linear and
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Fig. 5. ILLUSTRATION OF TIRE-SOIL INTERACTION AND
MULTI-PASS EFFECT USED IN ANALYSIS. h is the depth of the
compaction effect on the soil. The 2nd pass tire, which is rolling on
compacted soil, can generate more drawbar pull F than it would on
fresh soil since it sinks less into the soil (reducing bulldozing force
B) and the soil can provide a higher shear force (increasing traction
force H).

Fig. 6. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF DRAWBAR PULL AND TRAC-
TIVE EFFICIENCY AT 15% TIRE SLIP (A TYPICAL HEAVY
TILLAGE OPERATING POINT [36]) FOR A CONVENTIONAL
SMALL TRACTOR . Data were generated using the terramechan-
ics model described in Sec. 2. Soil conditions for typical loamy sand
are from [37]. In the sensitivity analysis, variables were varied ±50%
from their nominal value.

depends on a large number of inputted tractor parameters.
Figure 6 demonstrates that the maximum drawbar pull (net
horizontal force) is approximately linearly related to the trac-
tor mass for a large range of values.

In conventional tractors this leads to two usage trends:
tractors are ballasted to increase their mass for work when a
high drawbar pull is required, and high drawbar pull tools are
typically mounted to the tractor behind the rear drive axle.
This results in the rear axle supporting both the vertical draft
forces and the tool weight, and in weight transfer from the
front axle to the rear axle due to the moment generated by
these forces. However, while maximum drawbar pull may
increase, tractive efficiency may decrease - showing the im-
portance of correctly matching tractor mass to tire size (and
thus ground contact shape and pressure distribution). Too
little weight on the tires or tires that are too wide may ap-
ply insufficient pressure to the soil, resulting in a soil that
requires excessive deformation j to produce sufficient draw-
bar pull and therefore in power losses. Excessive weight on
tires, or tires that are too thin for the required weight, will
increase pressure on the soil to a detrimental degree, causing
the tires to sink into the soil and exacerbating power losses
to bulldozing force B.

3 Design exploration

The tractor performance model from Sec. 2 was used to
identify beneficial design features to incorporate in tractors
that are well suited to small Indian farmers. These features
were combined to create the Bullkey tractor layout (Fig. 7).
The Bullkey name is a portmanteau of bullock and key - in-
dicating its goal of being the key to unlocking the bullock
market to mechanization.

3.1 Physics-based design insights

The physics-based theory of Sec. 2 led to insights about
the behavior of lightweight tractors that can improve their
design and functionality for smallholder Indian farmers cur-
rently relying on bullocks as a source of draft power. The fol-
lowing design strategies incorporated into the Bullkey tractor
(Fig. 7) maximize traction performance while incorporating
or improving on many of the bullock maneuverability advan-
tages described in Section 1.

Support the tractor mass almost exclusively on driven
wheels: Only driven wheels apply a positive (drawbar pull
generating) shear stress, s, on the soil. The maximum draw-
bar pull, F , that a tire can generate (Eqs. 6–8) is limited by
soil shear strength, which depends on tire-soil pressure, p,
and soil cohesion, c (term c+ ptan(φ) in Eq. 4). The soil’s
shear strength can be improved by increasing pressure or by
increasing soil cohesion, such as via soil compaction induced
by inline drive wheels (as in Fig. 5). Increasing tire-soil pres-
sure for drive wheels is best achieved by placing more ver-
tical load on the tires, because reducing tire width, w, or ra-
dius, R, to lower their contact area would also scale down
the magnitude of traction force H in Eq. 6. It is also ben-
eficial to limit pressure on non-driven wheels to only what
is needed for stability. Idle wheels detract from the tractor’s
drawbar pull F since they generate no measurable traction
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Fig. 7. (A) ISOMETRIC VIEW WITH LABELED SOIL ENGAGING
COMPONENTS AND (B) FORCE FREE BODY DIAGRAM FOR
BULLKEY TRACTOR.

force H (since s = 0) and can still generate a significant bull-
dozing force B which increases with applied tire-soil pres-
sure p (Eq. 7).

Shifting weight towards the driven tires is fundamental
to achieving a high drawbar pull to mass ratio. A pneumatic
agricultural tire can generally generate as drawbar pull no
more than 80% of the vertical load it supports [23,24], and a
conventional tractor design has 50 to 80% of its total mass on
its driven rear wheels [29]. Shifting more weight to the rear
wheels in this layout would increase the risk of upending the
tractor and reduce vehicle safety. A conventional tractor is
therefore nominally able to pull up to 64% of its operating
weight (even less if considering the detrimental bulldozing
forces from idle wheels) in near ideal conditions, and much
less in non-ideal conditions. Changing the layout to support
all of the mass on the drive wheels should increase the maxi-
mum pull capacity to 80% of the vehicle’s operating weight.
If a tractor layout must use additional idle wheels for stabil-
ity, they should be designed so that stability can be achieved
while only lightly loading the idle wheels – therefore limit-
ing the detracting opposing force they can generate and max-
imizing the mass supported by drive wheels.

Match tire ground pressure to required soil shear stress
by operating between 10% and 25% tire slip: A tire slip of
10 to 25% has been found to be an efficient compromise be-
tween energy losses to soil shear deformation j (which is a
function of tire slip i) and to soil bulldozing B [24,31,35]. A
well designed tractor should have its mass and tires sized ap-
propriately to reach its desired drawbar pull F in that tire slip

range. To increase the drawbar pull generating traction force
H, one must increase the applied soil shear stress s, which in-
creases with i (Eq. 4), or increase the tire contact area (term
wR in Eq. 6). Some soil shear deformation must always exist
at the tire-soil interface to generate a traction force H. Re-
ducing tire-soil slip while maintaining constant applied shear
stress requires increasing the soil pressure, p, which is typ-
ically done by adding ballast to the tractor. However, in-
creasing pressure also results in a larger tire bulldozing force
B (Eq. 7), which is detrimental to drawbar pull F (Eq. 8).
If instead, ground pressure is adjusted by changing tire size
(i.e. contact area), the wR term will be affected in both H
(Eq. 6) and B (Eq. 7), causing them both to either increase
or decrease simultaneously. Therefore, an all encompassing
design rule cannot be given but it is recommended to use the
model from Sec. 2 to select tire sizes and a weight distribu-
tion that generate sufficient drawbar pull while staying in the
desirable tire slip range.

Use inline drive wheels with similar vertical loads:
Compared to side-by-side wheels, inline drive wheels in-
crease tractor drawbar pull and efficiency because the rear
drive wheel operates on soil that has become stronger (higher
cohesion, c, and bulk density, γs) after being compacted by
the front drive wheel [35, 38]. In conventional tractors the
front drive wheels are much smaller and lightly loaded com-
pared to their rear side-by-side drive wheels – so the front
wheels do not strengthen the soil significantly for the rear
drive wheels. In agriculture, soil compaction is often con-
sidered undesirable because it hinders crop growth. How-
ever, inline drive wheels leverage a technique known as “con-
trolled traffic”, in which one patch of soil is driven over mul-
tiple times rather than driving over more areas of soil only
once. This method takes advantage of the fact that if all
tire passes are equivalent, compaction will be highest after
the first pass and much lower for subsequent passes [33, 39].
This method is less detrimental to crop yields and has been
proven in farm fields across the world [40–43].

Add a mount for high drawbar tools between both driven
axles: Adding a mount for high drawbar tillage tools be-
tween the front and rear axles uses the downward forces from
tillage (D*sin(α)) to increase the vertical loading on both the
front and rear wheels, respectively Vf and VR (Fig. 7). This
results in higher soil-tire pressure, p, and thus higher soil
shear strength (represented by c+ ptan(φ) in Eq. 4). If both
axles are driven, this produces a higher maximum traction
force H at both drive tires and increases the tractor’s maxi-
mum drawbar pull F (Eqs. 6) and 8.

Additionally, the central mount improves steering au-
thority and stability by firmly planting both wheels on the
ground, which allows the operator to safely operate the pro-
posed tractor design near its performance limits. In contrast,
the draft force, D, in the conventional tractor design (Fig. 3)
causes the front wheels to become unweighted; even though
the horizontal draft component, Dcos(α), is typically larger
than the vertical component, Dsin(α), it exerts a torque over
a much shorter moment arm (yD vs. xD). This unweighting
of the front wheels can cause the vehicle to upend (i.e. tip
over backwards) and severely injure the operator [29,44,45],
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and limits the operator’s confidence when operating the trac-
tor near its performance limits. In India, tractors account for
over 25% of farming accidents and the upending of tractors
is a common cause of serious injury [46]. This risk is mit-
igated by the added stability of mounting the drawbar tool
between the front and rear axles.

3.2 Comparison of tractor layouts

Bullkey was designed by combining the strategies dis-
cussed in Sec. 3.1 resulting from physics modeling with in-
sights gathered from farmer interviews, while utilizing ad-
vantageous characteristics of existing small tractor designs.
Major needs of Indian small farmers are unmet by existing
designs, including the ability to enter narrow (<70 cm) inter-
row spaces like bullocks can, and achieving a purchase price
comparable to bullocks (∼100k INR) while generating suffi-
cient drawbar pull. A successful design should meet these
needs and also account for other important considerations
farmers use when evaluating tractors, like soil compaction
and ease of operation. Additionally, the design must main-
tain desirable features of existing tractors relative to bullocks,
such as reduced ownership costs, reduced drudgery, and im-
proved farming productivity [6, 7, 28]. The analysis in this
section shows that Indian small farmer needs could be better
met by a novel tractor layout – particularly with respect to
the location of drive wheels and the location of tillage tools.

Possible tractor layouts (Fig. 8) were selected for evalu-
ation with respect to user needs because they are either cur-
rently popular in India (layouts A and B), have been well
adopted in other countries by farms smaller than their na-
tional average (layout C) [29], or include the features iden-
tified as desirable for the Bullkey design (layout D). These
layouts have distinct configurations: (A) is a conventional
small farm tractor with side-by-side steering idle wheels on
the front axle, side-by-side drive wheels on the rear axle, and
tools behind the rear axle, (B) is a tricycle tractor similar to
the conventional tractor layout but with a single front idle
wheel, and (C) has a design similar to a conventional tractor
but with tools ahead of the rear axle. The proposed Bullkey
layout, (D), has inline drive wheels and tillage tools between
the front and rear drive wheels.

Tool location impacts user comfort and safety, along
with the tractor’s drawbar pull capability. Placing the tool
behind the rear axle, as in layouts (A) and (B), improves
comfort by keeping soil detritus away from the driver dur-
ing tillage and, more importantly, improves drawbar pull
by transferring weight to the driven rear axle during tillage.
However, this weight transfer is also detrimental to comfort
and safety, as it unweights the front wheels, resulting in loss
of steering authority or, ultimately, in upending the tractor.
Placing the tool between the front and rear axles, as in lay-
outs (C) and (D), improves comfort and safety by placing
the tool’s action near the farmer’s driving line of sight and
eliminating the risk of upending the tractor.

Layout (D) is singular in its ability to enter narrow
spaces. Layouts (A), (B), and (C) are limited by their side-
by-side drive wheels, which prevent them from straddling
crop rows taller than their low ground clearance. In the case

Fig. 8. TRACTOR LAYOUTS CONSIDERED FOR BULLKEY. A and
B are typical small tractor layouts in India. C is an alternative vintage
design that was considered. D is the chosen Bullkey layout.

of (B), the situation is worsened by the front wheel requiring
a third travel lane – meaning the rows must be widened to
accommodate the full vehicle in a single inter-row space or
the vehicle must straddle two rows of crop. In these layouts,
the major mass components – engine, transmission, and op-
erator – are between, not in line, with the drive wheels. As
such, for a vehicle of this configuration to straddle crops, a
large amount of mass would have to be elevated above the
crop height. In tall crops, this is deleterious to the vehicle’s
stability and would limit its ability to use ground engaging
tools. The inline drive wheels configuration of Bullkey, lay-
out (D), places all the major mass components in line with
the drive wheels. This narrow packaging, allows access to
inter-row lanes and maintains a low center of mass. Since the
outrigger wheel does not generate traction or provide steer-
ing, it does not need to bear much weight and can be attached
via a simple high ground clearance extension arm from the
main tractor frame (Fig.7A). This allows the outrigger arm
to straddle tall crops and the tractor to generate a single com-
paction lane (under its drive wheels).

The side-by-side drive wheel configuration in layouts
(A), (B) and (C) allows for differential steering, which can be
an advantage in some situations. Differential steering is the
simultaneous application of different torques on each of two
side-by-side drive wheels, which generates a moment on the
tractor body and causes it to rotate in yaw. Differential steer-
ing can reduce the tractor’s turning radius and enables the
driver to maintain some control even when the steering au-
thority of the front wheel is low (e.g., when the front wheels
are unweighted). This could be replicated in (D) by a differ-
ential drive-line and steering system that allows the rear tire
to be completely braked (i.e. stopped) while the front wheel
is turned 90∘ and driven, therefore pivoting the whole vehicle
around the rear tire’s contact patch.

The novel layout, (D), was selected for Bullkey because
it combines the drawbar pull advantages of weight transfer of
(A) and (B) with the improved safety and comfort of (C). Ad-
ditionally, Bullkey has a unique ability to operate in narrow
spaces. The advantages of Bullkey, both in terms of draw-
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Tractor Layout

Beneficial Design Features User Need Met A B C D

Weight transfer during tillage improves drawbar pull drawbar pull

Weight transfer during tillage improves steering authority safety, comfort

Safe to operate near tillage force limits (will not upend) safety, drawbar pull

Tillage tool is near farmer’s driving line of sight comfort, ease-of-use

All drive tires are in a single lane with farmer and tool narrow, low soil compaction

Table 1. OCCURRENCE OF DESIRABLE DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS IN EVALUATED TRACTOR LAYOUTS OF FIG. 8

bar pull and usability, are significant (Table 1) and allow it to
meet the needs of small farmers in India elucidated in Sec. 1.
The inline drive wheels allow Bullkey to enter narrow spaces
currently only accessible to bullocks. The combination of the
wheel placement and a central tool location improves the ve-
hicle’s drawbar pull per unit mass. Thus, the Bullkey design
meets the required drawbar pull with a lower overall mass,
lowering the purchase price for the user relative to a con-
ventional tractor that can produce equivalent drawbar pull.
Bullkey also meets the farmers’ needs for improved com-
fort and safety by providing improved visibility of the tillage
tool and eliminating the risk of upending the tractor during
tillage. Additionally, soil compaction, which is detrimental
to crop growth, is reduced by limiting the vehicle to a single
compaction lane. Bullkey (Fig. 7) is thus uniquely capable of
providing the benefits of both a pair of bullocks and a tractor.

3.3 Predicted performance

To demonstrate the relative performance advantages of
Bullkey, its predicted drawbar force (using the Sec. 2 model)
was compared to that of an equal mass tractor and a pair of
bullocks. The mass of the modeled Bullkey and conventional
tractor was set to 500 kg because market trends of cost-to-
mass ratio suggest that a tractor with a cost comparable to a
pair of bullocks would have a mass 500 kg or less (Fig. 2).
Dimensions of the conventional tractor, except for mass, are
the same as on the Mahindra Yuvraj (Yuvraj NXT 215 by
Mahindra Tractors, India [47]), a popular small tractor in
India. The Bullkey dimensions are those of the prototype
vehicle described in detail in Sec. 4. Dimensions for both
vehicles are shown in Table 2.

The pulling force of a pair of bullocks was calculated
for comparison with these tractors. The bullocks’ pulling
force has two values, a steady pull and a maximum pull. The
steady, sustained pull is about 15% of the animals’ combined
weight (each bullock has a mass of ∼300 kg [48]), while the
maximum pull can be as much as 50% of the animals’ com-
bined weight [26,49]. The maximum pull plays a critical role
– it allows the animals to briefly pull a tillage tool through a
harder patch of soil. A tractor that cannot reach an equivalent
maximum pull would become stuck in similar situations and
require a decrease in drawbar pull (by reducing tool depth) to
proceed. Minimizing the unplanned depth adjustments dur-
ing operations improves the quality of the work and reduces

Tractor Layout Conventional Bullkey

Vehicle Mass (kg) 500 500

Rider Mass (kg) 60 60

Weight Front/Rear (%) 45/55 50/50

Wheelbase (m) 1.5 1.3

Tool Horz. from CG (m) -1.5 0

Plow depth (m) 0.13 0.13

Tire sidewall height (m) 0.085 0.165

Tire diameter (m) 0.72 0.64

Tire width (m) 0.2 0.2

Tire Pressure (psi) 8.7 8.7

Table 2. PARAMETERS FOR A CONVENTIONAL TRACTOR AND
THE BULLKEY COMPARED IN FIGURE 9.

drudgery. Therefore, it is valuable to have Bullkey match
the maximum pulling force of bullocks to negate the need
for depth adjustments in any tillage situations where the bul-
locks could pull through.

The model predicted that Bullkey can exceed the maxi-
mum pull of bullocks over a significantly wider range of soil
conditions than conventional tractors can (Fig. 9). This trans-
lates to improved usability of Bullkey over other light trac-
tors by reducing the likelihood of the vehicle being bogged
down during tillage.

4 Proof-of-concept vehicle design

A prototype vehicle was built to validate the Bullkey
concept and evaluate the model of tractor traction perfor-
mance that was used to design it (Fig. 10). The prototype
incorporates key Bullkey design features, including: sup-
porting nearly all the vehicle’s mass on its two inline drive
wheels, incorporating a centrally mounted tillage tool, and
incorporating a lightly loaded outrigger wheel that can strad-
dle rows of growing crop. The prototype was built on a
Rokon Scout motorcycle (Scout by Rokon International Inc.,
New Hampshire [50]), which is an all-wheel-drive, two-
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Fig. 9. A COMPARISON OF THE DRAWBAR PULL VERSUS SLIP
PERFORMANCE IN WEAK TO STRONG AGRICULTURAL SOIL
FOR A 500 KG HYPOTHETICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF A CON-
VENTIONAL TRACTOR AND BULLKEY (more details Table 2). The
drawbar pull of a bullock pair has been added for reference. Soil data
in Supplemental Material A.

Fig. 10. BULLKEY PROTOTYPE VEHICLE HIGHLIGHTING THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF DESIRABLE DESIGN FEATURES FOR A
SMALL TRACTOR INTENDED TO REPLACE A PAIR OF BUL-
LOCKS. These features include two inline drive wheels support-
ing almost the full vehicle weight, a manually controlled and cen-
trally mounted heavy tillage tool, and motorcycle-type controls. Gym
weights were used for ballast at the front, rear, and over the outrigger
wheel.

Bullkey proof-of-physics prototype

Base Vehicle ROKON Scout [50]

Mass unballasted 192 kg

Mass supported by front wheel 82.5 kg

Mass supported by rear wheel 94 kg

Mass supported by outrigger 15 kg

Wheelbase 1.3 m

Rear ballast to rear axle 0.56 m

Front ballast to front axle 0.48 m

Turn radius (no lean) 1.4 m

Tire pressure 7 psi

Tire model TITAN 489XT [51]

Tire size 12" rim, 8" x 25"

Tool used 0.3 m wide furrower

Table 3. BASIC PARAMETERS FOR BULLKEY PROTOTYPE.

wheeled motorcycle meant for heavy off-road duty. A re-
movable frame (next to the driver in Fig. 10) was attached
to the left side of the motorcycle to control the tillage tool
position and record the forces it experienced. An outrigger
arm extended parallel to the rear axle of the motorcycle, also
on the left side (behind the driver’s left in Fig. 10). The out-
rigger wheel’s axle was in the same vertical plane as the rear
drive wheel axle, making side-slip during slow speed turning
negligible for the outrigger wheel. The parameters of the test
vehicle are given in Table 3.

The prototype mass could be varied between 192 kg and
305 kg during testing. This mass range allowed testing of the
tractor physics model at drawbar pull loads comparable to
bullocks but without overloading the stock frame and trans-
mission of the Rokon. The transmission began slipping at
drawbar forces produced by the 305 kg tested configuration,
and so the prototype could not be tested at the maximum ex-
pected production mass of 500 kg. The Rokon, which weighs
only 98 kg, had crucial benefits not present in other heavier
vehicles, including a unique inline drive wheel system and
a frame designed for 20 cm wide tires. Building the Bul-
lkey prototype with a commercially-available base vehicle
allowed its most critical features to be evaluated without the
time and financial burden of manufacturing an entirely new
operator-safe vehicle. The prototype design incorporated the
full proposed novel layout and was thus suitable for evalu-
ating the drawbar pull force and overall functionality of the
Bullkey concept. In combination with our prior work val-
idating the traction model with published data for heavier
commercial tractors [29], the prototype can be used to vali-
date the physics model presented here, and so its predictions
for other mass configurations should be accurate.

The prototype was designed to evaluate if the
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Fig. 11. CLOSE-UP VIEWS OF SENSOR INSTALLATION EXAM-
PLES. Views of prototype shown are (A) left-side, (B) outrigger wheel
right side, and (C) rear axle left side

Fig. 12. MECHANICAL DIAGRAM AND CAD OF THE STRUC-
TURE USED TO MEASURE TILLAGE FORCES ON THE BULLKEY
PROOF-OF-PHYSICS PROTOTYPE. Gnd. stands for ground (i.e.
fixed to Bullkey’s frame), Lin. for linear, and Rot. for rotary.

lightweight Bullkey tractor could achieve the predicted high
drawbar pull force at tire slips recommended for plowing (15
to 25% [36]) and also have the ability to enter narrow inter-
row spaces. Sensors were mounted to record tillage tool
forces (equal and opposite to the tractor’s generated draw-
bar pull when parallel to the tractor’s pull), tillage tool force
location, acceleration, and tire slip (Fig. 11). Tillage tool
forces and their location were isolated for measurement by
the attachment structure described in Fig. 12 and shown in
Fig. 11A. The desired operating tillage tool depth was con-
trolled by a Haacon 1524 rack and pinion jack (1524 SS by
Haacon, Germany [52]) and recorded by a string potentiome-
ter (CWP-S by CALT, China [53]) that attached to the pinion

housing and the rack. The horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of the tool force could be resolved from the three ax-
ial load cells (104-500 by DYLY, China [54]) that exactly
constrained the motion of the tillage tool (Fig. 12). To ex-
actly constrain each load cell, they were mounted in conjunc-
tion with a single degree-of-freedom linear (HSR15-600-A
by Joomen, China [55]) or rotary (513267 Wheel Bearing
and Hub by MOOG, USA [56]) bearing and placed to be the
only load bearing elements in the force path of the loads they
measured. These three load cells also allowed spatial resolu-
tion of the center of pressure for forces exerted on the tillage
tool (along the x dimension in Fig. 12).

All three wheels were fitted with magnetic proximity
sensors, with 10 evenly spaced magnets placed on each
wheel (Fig. 11B). Tire slip can be calculated using the ro-
tation of these senors, assuming that the idle outrigger wheel
has near zero slip and can be used as the reference point
for distance travelled. An accelerometer (ADXL335 by
Adafruit, USA [57]) was placed at the rear axle to provide
higher time resolution on vehicle speed and to assist in con-
firming short-term measurements from the outrigger wheel
rotations (Fig. 11C). Sensor specifications are provided in
Supplemental Material D.

5 Field testing and performance results

5.1 Field testing methods

Field tests were performed on a working farm in Mas-
sachusetts to validate the terramechanics model, investigate
the traction performance of the Bullkey prototype, and ob-
tain user feedback after operating the vehicle among actual
growing crops. Traction performance tests were conducted
at different tillage depths and different ballasting levels to al-
ter the vehicle mass distribution from the base distribution
specified in Sec. 4. Ballast on the front and rear ballast trays
varied between 0 and 56 kg ±0.5 kg, operator mass (of the
author) during recorded tests was 79 kg ±1 kg, and tire pres-
sure was set to 41 kPa (6 PSI) ±4 kPa. For each config-
uration, the tractor was driven in a straight line at about 1
m/s for 30 to 50 m with a 30 cm wide furrowing tool at a
constant depth between 12 and 19 cm. Tool depth was set
for each configuration to force tire slip to be near 20% – ap-
proximately the upper limit of what would be useful on a
farm field and thus close to the vehicle’s maximum practical
drawbar pull [24] [23].

In addition to sensor data, field tests with the prototype
vehicle provided an opportunity to gain valuable feedback on
the usability of the proposed tractor design. Six local Mas-
sachusetts farmers observed the field tests and provided their
feedback in a spoken survey. The survey was approved by
MIT’s Committe on Use of Humans as Experimental Sub-
jects (COUHES). In addition to the drawbar pull tests on
open farm fields, qualitative tests were performed by driving
Bullkey between growing crop using a 15 cm wide sweep
tillage point at 3 to 6 cm depth. A sweep is a thin "V"
shaped tillage tool used cut weeds at their root between rows
of growing crop during intercultivation.

The sensor data collected was processed to have a sim-
ilar format as the initial simulations (Fig. 9). First, the col-
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lected time-force signals were passed through a 1 Hz low
pass filter. This filtering frequency was selected because the
30 cm long tool travels at least three characteristic lengths
every second. Then, the distance traveled by all wheels was
calculated by summing the new distance traveled each time a
wheel magnet (Fig. 11B) was detected, using linear interpo-
lation to fill in the distance travelled for intervals between
detections. The distance travelled between magnet detec-
tions is 2π/10 *R, where 2π/10 is the angular spacing be-
tween neighboring magnets in radians (there are 10 magnets
per wheel) and R is the effective radius of the wheel (esti-
mated by counting the number of wheel rotations to travel
30 m under the test conditions). The three (one per wheel)
distance-travelled vectors were then processed through a 1
Hz low pass filter as well.

The drawbar pull versus tire slip binned data shown in
Fig. 13 were generated by the following procedure: (1) The
highest drive tire slip was selected at each timestamp and
stored along with the drawbar pull measured at that times-
tamp to generate a slip vs. drawbar matrix. (2) This ma-
trix was then rearranged so that all drawbar pull instances
were assigned to the closest integer slip (i.e. all slip instances
≥13.5% and <14.5% were assigned to the 14% slip bin). (3)
Finally, in each slip bin the average, minimum, and maxi-
mum drawbar pull were obtained and stored. As presented
in Fig. 13, squares represent the average drawbar pull at that
tire slip bin while the error bars represent that maximum and
minimum drawbar pull recorded at that tire slip bin. Further
details are presented in Supplemental Material E.

5.2 Field performance results

Figure 13 compares the drawbar pull performance for
each of the Bullkey mass configurations tested against the
steady state and the maximum pulling force of a bullock
pair [25, 26, 49], as well as to the model-predicted perfor-
mance for the soil conditions during the test and for the range
of common farm soil conditions (provided in Supplemen-
tal Material D). The results validated that the physics model
from Sec. 2 made predictions for the maximum drawbar pull
that are sufficiently accurate to inform tractor design. The
model average absolute error compared to experimental data
was 7% at 15% slip, 9% at 20% slip, and 12% at 25% slip.
The standard deviation for the absolute error was 4% at 15%
slip, 5% at 20% slip, and 8% at 25% slip (full results in Sup-
plemental Material B). All tested configurations comfortably
surpassed the steady-state pulling of bullocks. The maxi-
mum drawbar pull for the 305 kg Bullkey configuration, de-
spite being limited by the test soil not being at the upper limit
of strength for agricultural soils, was near to the maximum
pulling force for a pair bullocks. More importantly, given
the demonstrated accuracy of the model, it is expected that
a heavier Bullkey (up to 500 kg) would be able to match
or exceed the maximum pulling force of a bullock pair for
any common agricultural soil condition, as was predicted in
Fig. 9. This cannot be matched by a conventional tractor lay-
out of the same mass.

Fig. 13. EXAMPLES OF MEASURED FORCES FOR PROTOTYPE
CONFIGURATIONS TESTED. Indicated in each plot are the masses
supported by the Bullkey prototype’s front and rear wheels when
static and with no driver on board. The masses were adjusted by
adding and removing ballast.

5.3 User feedback

On-site farmers who observed the Bullkey prototype
during field tests said that the vehicle had valuable and
unique benefits for small farmers. Farmers appreciated the
ease with which the tool could be observed during tillage and
the tall height of the outrigger arm, which allowed the vehicle
to easily straddle crop rows. They also commented positively
on the Bullkey prototype’s ability to plough deeper than they
would have expected from such a small vehicle. Farmers
were initially concerned that the tillage tool’s lateral offset
from the drive tires might cause Bullkey to veer off-track –
this concern was allayed when they watched Bullkey maneu-
ver and saw that it was easy to drive the vehicle in a straight
line under all conditions. The farmers also had some sug-
gestions for improving the vehicle. They suggested having
a mount for low drawbar force tools, like those used during
intercultivation, set up behind the rear axle and in line with
the drive wheels in order to provide better access to narrow
rows while crops are growing.

6 Discussion

The Bullkey prototype’s measured maximum drawbar
pull matched well to model predictions in both trends and
absolute values. This showed that the model is a useful tool
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to evaluate potential tractor designs for traction performance
and identify promising design directions. The average abso-
lute error of the model at high slips (when maximum drawbar
pull occurs) was generally less than 10%. The model’s per-
formance and its parametric, physics-based foundation make
it useful for exploring a large design space of previously un-
realized tractor designs. These capabilities make it a power-
ful tool for identifying and establishing the Bullkey design.

The prototype’s field performance showed that the Bul-
lkey design satisfied the outlined user needs for an easy
to use, highly maneuverable lightweight vehicle with high
drawbar pull capability for a low mass device. Bullkey was
able to straddle rows of growing crops on the field because
of its configuration of inline drive wheels with an outrig-
ger arm. This enabled Bullkey to operate in narrow inter-
row spaces like bullocks do – something that is not possible
with conventional tractors. Bullkey generated more drawbar
pull per unit mass than conventional tractors with rear drive
wheels and rear mounted tools – this is significant because
mass is correlated approximately linearly with cost (Fig. 2).
Bullkey’s performance on the field therefore suggests that a
production-version of the tractor could be sold at a lower cost
for a given drawbar pull capacity than available tractors, en-
abling the distribution of a tractor that can compete with the
maximum pulling force and the purchase price of bullocks.

Bullkey was comfortable to operate after some adjust-
ments were made. A 20 kg ballast was added to the out-
rigger wheel after early field tests and mitigated the risk of
the tractor rolling over sideways. During instrumented test-
ing the operator would sit side saddle - a remnant habit from
an earlier, taller version of the tillage tool attachment mech-
anism shown in Fig 12 - which shifted the overall center
of mass away from the outrigger wheel and decreased sta-
bility. During later driving the operator sat as is conven-
tional, straddling the motorcycle frame and the tillage tool
mounting frame, which was an improvement in comfort. The
front drive wheel never became unweighted during tests with
heavy drawbar loads (a common occurrence with conven-
tional tractors [58–60]), which makes Bullkey safer near its
traction limits than conventional tractors.

The proof-of-physics Bullkey prototype allowed testing
to find its drawbar pull at slips relevant to tillage and near
its traction limits (15 to 25% tire slip). A limitation of the
presented work is that the accuracy of the modeled drawbar
pull drops for slips under 10% (Fig. 13). It is possible that at
lower slip the assumed soil deformation mechanics are less
applicable, or that the vehicle was at least partially relying on
other methods of forward propulsion during low slips (like its
inertia when slowing down). These errors could have been
accentuated by the experimental methods, which focused on
finding the tractor’s maximum drawbar pull at high tire slips
and not on generating steady drawbar pull at low tire slips.
Future work could include experiments at constant low tire
slips, to better capture the performance of the model in those
conditions and identify strategies for model improvements.
The model is usable for its design purposes in this paper,
which is to estimate the maximum drawbar pull of multiple
designs, which occurs at high tire slips.

The Bullkey prototype was usable for farming opera-
tions that could be performed with tillage tools mounted cen-
trally on the vehicle (like plowing and furrowing). To add
flexibility, a future prototype could allow low drawbar force
farming tools via conventional mounting points behind the
tractor, like a three point hitch and a pin or ball hitch. Fu-
ture work could also allow for ballast to be added without
extending the overall length of the vehicle. A key next step
is to discuss the Bullkey vehicle with small Indian farmers
– the target users – to solicit feedback on the vehicle design
and usability. In these discussions, farmers could also be
asked if they might use Bullkey (with some attachments re-
moved) as a conventional two-wheel motorcycle for personal
transportation. If Bullkey is viable as a two-wheeler, it could
replace both a pair of bullocks and a motorcycle for farmers,
further increasing its value proposition.

7 Conclusions

The presented tractor design, Bullkey, is novel in its high
potential to concurrently match bullocks’ sales price, pulling
strength, and unique ability to access a field with growing
crop, while also offering farmers major conventional trac-
tor benefits like increased productivity, lower maintenance
costs, and improved comfort. This allows Bullkey to fulfill
the unique needs of small farmers in India, which are not
currently being met by commercially available tractors.

Bullkey has inline drive-wheels that support the major-
ity of the its mass, a crop clearance similar to a bullock
team yoke, and a centrally located tillage tool attachment.
Inline drive enabled improved traction, reduced soil com-
paction, and operating in narrow inter-row spaces between
growing crop. Central tool attachment increased traction and
improved safety while also facilitating the operator main-
taining control over the direction they are driving as well
as the tillage operation being performed. These beneficial
design features were identified by combining insights from
a physics-based traction model and farmer interviews. The
traction performance predicted by the model was validated
by field testing an instrumented prototype of Bullkey.

Replacing bullocks with a suitable farm tractor, such as
the Bullkey design proposed here, could increase farmer in-
come by 20% and reduce their recurring expenses by 60%.
Farmer income could increase because of higher crop yields
from more precise and timely farm operations. Recurring
expenses would be reduced because tractor maintenance is
much lower over the course of a year than the daily feed and
care costs of bullocks. The findings presented in this pa-
per will be useful to engineers developing lightweight, high
drawbar pull vehicles and/or vehicles that are well suited to
in-field use by small farmers in emerging markets.
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Supplemental Material is provided next
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Supplemental Material A: Costs for farming with bullocks or conventional tractors in Indian small farms

Aspect Variable Tractor Bullock Pair Units

Capital Cost C 200000 80000 INR

Principal on Loan P 20 N/A % of C

Interest on Loan I 16 N/A % of C

Annual operating cost 1 hectare O 12500 60000 INR/year

Time before replacement T 10 13 years

Resale value when replaced R 50000 0 INR

Time elapsed t 15 15 years

Table 4. Breakdown of costs to an Indian farmer for purchasing a tractor (financed and upfront) or a pair of bullocks. [7,15,18–21]

To calculate the costs of ownership for 15 years, the equations below were used with values from Table 4. Yearly
maintenance costs were assumed to remain constant through time for both tractor and animals. At the end of their useful
life as draft animals, bullocks cannot be sold in India [20] but reasonably maintained tractors can be sold for at least 25% of
their original value after 10 years [21]. The Bullkey tractor is assumed to have equivalent ownership costs to a conventional
tractor but with an estimated capital cost of 100,000 INR and a corresponding resale price of 25,000 INR after 10 years. The
capital cost for Bullkey is a target as mentioned by farmers, not a final price.

Total ownership costs for tractor or bullock pair bought up front:

ownership cost total for 15 years = tO+2C−R

Total ownership costs for tractor financed:

ownership cost total for 15 years= tO+2C−R+2(C−P)I
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Supplemental Material B: Average drawbar pull results compared to model predictions

Avg. Drawbar Pull (N) and Model Error (%) at Varying Tire Slip

Vehicle Mass 10% slip 15% slip 20% slip 25% slip

Front Rear actual model error actual model error actual model error actual model error

95kg 96kg 1162 849 -26.9 1300 1161 -10.7 1472 1391 -5.5 1513 1564 3.3

95kg 96kg 1297 849 -34.5 1333 1161 -12.9 1350 1391 -3 1479 1564 5.7

95kg 137kg 1281 1086 -15.2 1313 1441 9.7 1478 1697 14.8 1425 1882 32

136kg 96kg 1360 1096 -19.4 1461 1448 -0.9 1495 1698 13.6 1612 1878 16.5

136kg 96kg 1324 1096 -17.2 1516 1448 -4.4 1509 1698 12.5 1616 1878 16.2

136kg 137kg 1436 1326 -7.7 1624 1735 -6.8 1688 2015 19.4 N/A 2211 N/A

136kg 137kg 1526 1326 -13.26 1623 1735 -6.8 1955 2015 3.1 N/A 2211 N/A

136kg 153kg N/A 1431 N/A 1989 1923 -3.3 2026 2148 6 2158 2347 8.8

136kg 153kg 1825 1431 -21.5 2009 1923 -4.3 2056 2148 4.5 2141 2347 9.6

152kg 153kg 1999 1653 -17.3 2056 1968 -4.3 2065 2262 9.5 2317 2463 6.3

152kg 153kg 1568 1653 5.4 1694 1968 16.2 2092 2262 8.1 2110 2463 16.7

Table 5. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM FIELD TEST EXPERIMENTS COMPARED TO MODEL PREDICTIONS. For reference, 64%
drawbar pull to mass ratio for all configuration masses is 191 kg : 1199 N, 232 kg : 1456 N, 273 kg : 1714 N, 289 kg : 1814 N, 305 kg : 1914
N
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Supplemental Material C: Common Indian Tractor Sale Prices and Size

Make Model Mass (kg) Engine Power (hp) Min. Price (1000 INR)
Jyoti Sanedo 450 12 120
Madhav Agro DI 510 515 10 215
Blue Chemp Agro MS-120 520 12 170
VST Shakti MT 180 D JAI 2W 645 19 295
VSt Shakti MT 180D 645 18.5 295
Kubota NeoStar B2741 4WD 650 27 545
VST Shakti MT 224 1D AJAI 4WD 740 22 356
Captain 120 DI 780 15 250
Mahindra Yuvraj 215 NXT 780 15 200
VST Shakti MT 171 DI Samraat 800 13 275
Sonalika GT 20 RX 820 20 300
Sonalika GT 22 850 22 343
Swaraj 717 850 15 260
Captain 200 DI 885 17 265
Captain 200 DI 4WD 940 17 310
Farmtrac Atom 26 990 26 480
John Deere 3028 E 1070 28 565
John Deere 3036 E 1295 36 740
Farmtrac 60 1400 50 630
TAFE 30 DI Orchard Plus 1400 30 420
Swaraj 724 XM Orchard 1430 25 395
Massey Ferguson 1035 dI Maha Shakti 1700 39 495
Eicher 364 Super DI 1710 32 471
Massey Ferguson 1035 DI 1713 35 490
Massey Ferguson 1134 MAHA SHAKTI 1720 34 470
Eicher 242 1735 25 355
John Deere 5005 1750 33 470
John Deere 5039 D PowerPro 1760 41 570
New Holland 3032 1760 35 520
Mahindra 275 ECO 1760 35 455
John Deere 5042 D PowerPro 1810 44 625
Powertrac 439 Plus 1850 41 530
Kubota MU4501 1850 45 715
John Deere 5205 1870 48 690
Swaraj 735 FE 1895 39 550
Powertrac ALT 4000 1900 41 530
Farmtrac Champion 39 1940 39 490
Massey Ferguson 7250 Power 1950 47 620
Massey Ferguson 241 4WD 1950 42 620
John Deere 5050 D - 4WD 1975 50 800
Eicher 371 Super Power 1995 37 475
John Deere 5045 D - 4WD 2010 45 770
Mahindra 475 DI 2019 42 545
Swaraj 855 FE 2020 52 710
Mahindra Yuvo 575 DI 2020 45 628
Mahindra Yuvo 415 DI 2020 40 570
Eicher 380 Super DI 2045 40 530
New Holland 3600 Tx Heritage Edition 2055 47 650
New Holland 3630 TX Plus 2080 55 725
Mahindra 585 DI Power Plus BP 2100 50 600
John Deere 5310 2110 55 789
Digitrac PP 43i 2140 47 585
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Powertrac Euro 50 2170 50 610
Swaraj 963 FE 2200 60 790
Kubota MU5501 2200 55 870
Farmtrac 45 EPI Classic Pro 2245 48 590
New Holland Excel 4710 2255 47 660
John Deere 5405 GearPro 2280 63 850
Digitrac PP 46i 2470 50 630
Sonalika WT 60 SIKANDER 2520 60 790

Table 6: Common tractors sold in India with their mass, engine power, and lowest typical sale price. The tractors are sorted
by mass. Data collected by authors from online tractor sale websites [61, 62].
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Supplemental Material D: Soil properties and sensors used for tests

Soil Type

Property Weak Strong Actual

n 1.1 0.79 1

Cohesion (kPa) 0.6 20 3.3

Friction angle (deg) 28 18 33.7

k′c (kN/m2) 0.990 2354 74.6

k′
φ

(kN/m3) 1528 -4130 2080

Bulk density (kg/m3) 1310 1580 1557

Table 7. Soil properties used to generate plots. Soils properties for
limit conditions are the upper and lower strength limits of soils pub-
lished soil traction parameter tables [35] [38]. Actual soil strength for
field tests is from matching soil type, cone penetromenter data, and
soil moisture data from field test to the most appropriate soil param-
eters in [35].

String Potentiometer (Tool Position)

Sensor [53] CALT CWP-S

String Length 500 mm

Resistance Range 0-500 kOhm

Force (Tool Loads)

Sensor [54] DYLY 104-500

Load Range ±500 kg

Sensitivity 2.0 ± 0.05 mV/V

Non-Linearity ±0.03≤%F·S

Hysteresis ±0.03≤%F·S

Amplifier [63] Tacuna EMBSGB200

Amplification 1&2 @550x, 3 @220x

Magnetic Proximity (Wheel Rotations)

Sensor [64] MAFM1-A0-1H

Switching Freq. 5 kHz

Magnets Neodymium 10x3 mm

Magnets per rotation 10

sensor to magnet 5 mm

Acceleration (Vehicle Motion)

Sensor [57] Adafruit ADXL335

Range ±3 g

Bandwidth 50 Hz

Data Acquisition (All Sensors)

Device [65] DATAQ DI2108

Resolution 16 bit

Capture Rate 10 kHz

Table 8. Overview of electronics used for data collection.
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Supplemental Material E: Data processing from experiments

Processing of the collected sensor data was performed in MATLAB. First, the drawbar force components were calculated
at every instant. To define the drawbar components and their point of application, soil force D and center-of-pressure position
x are calculated from Eqns 9, 10 and 11.

D =
√
(RA −RB)2 +R2

C (9)

α = tan−1
(

RC

RA −RB

)
(10)

x =
−RA * (d + l +q)+RB * (d +2l +q)
(RA −RB * sin(ψ)−RC * cos(ψ)

(11)

Where, in reference to Figs. 12 and 3, RA is the tension force on Load Cell 1, RB is the tension force on Load Cell 2,
RC is the tension force on Load Cell 3, l is the vertical distance from Load Cell 1 to Load Cell 2, q is the vertical vertical
distance from Load Cell 2 to the origin of distance x when d = 0, d is the distance the tool jack has been lowered from its
storage position, and γ is the angle of attack for the plow.

After the data was loaded into MATLAB, the resulting time-force signals were processed through a 1 Hz low pass
filter, selected at this frequency because 1 second is the time it takes the tool to travel three characteristic lengths. Then,
the distance traveled by all wheels was calculated by summing the new distance traveled each time a magnet was detected
(2π/10 *Re f f ective) and using linear interpolation to fill in gaps when no magnet was detected. The three (one per wheel)
distance-travelled vectors were then processed through another 1 Hz low pass filter. The highest drive tire slip was selected
at each instant, along with its corresponding drawbar pull. This matrix was then rearranged so that all drawbar pull instances
were assigned to the closest integer slip (i.e. all slip instances between 13.5% and 14.5% were assigned to the 14% slip bin).
Finally, the drawbar pull values in each slip bin were averaged.
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